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Welcome very special edition of the WJVintage newsletter. We
are all living a very different life to the one we knew just a few
weeks ago. Coronavirus is now affecting just about every country
in the world and sadly, many of us are in the most vulnerable
group age-wise, and many may well be in isolation and living
alone. One or two readers have mentioned to me the importance
of keeping in touch with the outside world at this time and have
suggested that I publish my newsletter more frequently during
this crisis. I am happy to oblige, and I hope you will find it a small
chink of normality and relaxation during a stressful period for us
all – and I mean the entire human race!
I now aim to put out 2 newsletters every month, one at the
beginning and one middle-ish in the month. Naturally I don’t have
any shows to report on so content is going to be largely down to
you, as well as any new products that I have coming along.
The good news is that in the past couple of weeks I have had
contact from several customers, offering their latest creations as
content for the newsletter. It is good to see that at least some of
you are using the enforced time at home to be creative with your
railway modelling.
None of us has any idea how long this crisis is going to last, but if
you can keep on feeding me with items of interest then I will
happily share them with the readership and hopefully we will all
keep a little more sane as a result.
So, I look forward to hearing from you on whatever subject you
fancy as long as it is of broad interest to us as O gauge
enthusiasts. Please don’t be shy – we are all in this together!
Stay at home ….
Stay safe and ….
Keep Enjoying Your Trains!
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Delivery Situation
Obviously the situation is fluid and likely to change at any time. However
for the time being I am still able to deliver items to you. I am limiting
trips to the post office to a maximum of twice a week and where possible
I am getting couriers to collect from me rather than dropping items off.
Supplies are still arriving and indeed I have just this morning taken
delivery of two parcels from ETS. You will have to scroll down to the
‘What’s New’ feature below to see what has arrived.

As I say, the above may well have to be adjusted according to future
government guidelines so please be aware of this. However, for the time
being I am determined to make the best of a pretty grim situation and
will do my utmost to keep supplying you.
Just to repeat (with updates) my statement from last month:
Staff and Premises
•
•
•

As a one-man band I am continuing to operate from the WJ Vintage HQ in the
Northamptonshire countryside.
Currently I am fit and well and keen to crack on as usual, whilst exercising all
possible caution according to government guidelines.
I operate from a home office, plus a small, custom-built storeroom/pick and pack
area and I am currently taking extra care to ensure a clean working environment
with surfaces being regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Deliveries
•
•
•
•

I am currently continuing to work with Royal Mail, Parcelforce and other delivery
services to get your parcels to you in good time.
In most cases, delivery drivers will drop off parcels without you having to
physically sign for them.
The royal Mail have advised that domestic deliveries may now be subject to some
delays. Overseas deliveries may be subject to longer delays.
Public Health England (PHE) has advised that people receiving parcels are at
virtually no risk of contracting the coronavirus. From experience with other
coronaviruses, we know that these types of viruses don’t survive long on objects,
such as letters or parcels.
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•
•

This works in tandem with my own policy of regular hand washing and use of
sanitiser gel when handling and packing goods.
As I am currently unable to meet customers at shows I am going to offer free
postage on all UK orders over £100.00 until the end of April 2020, when I will
review the situation again.
Note: Overseas postage will be discounted by an amount equivalent to the
standard UK postal cost.

Customer Corner
(aka - Your ‘Lockdown Locos’)
This is the area where you can make your contribution to these fortnightly
newsletters. Please let me have details of your ‘Lockdown Locos’ or any
other model railway related projects you are currently working on and I
will share it with the readership to help keep us all sane during these
trying times!
First up I have two lovely station projects, both very different but both
really effective in their own ways, then some more lineside buildings in
the form of biscuit and sweet tins.
Citybuilder Station
The first comes from Cliff Knott. Cliff purchased a Citybuilder Station kit
from me many months ago. Only recently has he had time to build it.
However, he hasn’t just built it, he has incorporated some very effective
modifications that I think really transform the kit.

Cliff decided that the kit as supplied, although a nice representation of a
Victorian station, was rather too clean for the days of coal fired steam
trains, with stark whitewashed walls, chimney stacks, canopies and
valences. He decided a little help from his paint brush was in order. He
mixed up a wash of red ,black and brown to resemble the brickwork of
the offices, making no attempt to indicate the brick courses, and painted
the white surfaces of the building in this mottled browny red finish .
Barge boards and valences were painted a mid-ochre ,and the canopy
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frames were painted black. Finally, the adverts were replaced by more
retro designs. The results are shown in the pictures above and below.

Now compare them to the stock shots from the kit (below) and you will
see what a difference it makes.

Ten out of ten for a job really well-done Cliff. I think it works brilliantly
and just shows what can be done to improve realism. Plus, Cliff reports it
took about 2 hours to complete (the painting not the kit), which is no
time at all – particularly in the current climate!
‘Ross-on-Why’ Station
The second station comes from Toby Ross who lives in Malta. Toby’s
fantastic layout has featured in these pages in the past. He set out to
design a contemporary layout that would blend into his home almost like
a piece of furniture (see also the header photo for this newsletter). It is
purposely minimalist as Toby did not want scenery to take away from the
trains. The station, which he has designed from scratch himself reflects
this ethos. It is based on the old station at Ross-on-Wye. The original
Ross station was demolished in the sixties but the Severn Valley Railway
have built a replica which helped with the design of the model – ‘Ross-onWhy’ (Toby’s spelling) Station.
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The construction is very much in the style of Bassett-Lowke and the
platform is long enough to accommodate 12 Exley coaches. The main
station building itself is one metre in length and the colour scheme chosen
is in Toby’s words, ‘simply in rebellion to most other layouts’. I like it and
it really fits the overall style of the layout.

One further thing Toby has planned, is to illuminate the buildings and to
add some streetlights on the platforms.
He is promising a night-time photograph for the next edition and seems
to be relishing the idea of a tight deadline to work to. I am looking
forward to the results.
By the way the trains shown in the photos consist of a WJVintage Adams
Radial with (signed) Philip Preston Coaches, Seven Mill Models V2 with
Fred Newman LNER Teak coaches and Bassett-Lowke Flying Scotsman
with Sunset tourist stock – a nice mix of old and new!
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More Biscuit and Sweet Tins
In the last edition of the Newsletter I mentioned the current popularity of
tinplate biscuit and sweet tins as lineside accessories with a lovely period
feel on vintage layouts. Well immediately I was contacted by Broder
Christiansen in Germany who also has a fine collection of these as part of
the new layout he is constructing (photos of which I also featured last
month).
I really don’t know whether these have recently become popular or I just
haven’t noticed them on layouts until recently. Now, of course I can’t not
see them!
I think they look great and I particularly like the way the train drives
round the back of the tinplate high street.
I will definitely be scouring the shops this coming Christmas
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What’s New
WD Sulphuric Acid Tank Wagon

These have sold really well on pre-sales. I do still have a few available to
order so please get in touch quickly if you would like one.

They are priced at £44.00 plus P&P each and are available now.

6-Wheel Milk Tank Wagon – St Ivel

These were the big surprise in the consignment received today. I wasn’t
expecting them for some time yet, so I haven’t even announced them –
until now that is!
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This stunning new 6-wheel milk tank wagon features the post-war St Ivel
livery. There are only 8 models included in this delivery, but more will
follow towards the end of April or early in May. I will have a total
allocation of 30 only to sell. They are priced at £55.00 each plus P&P

J94 Update

The stunning Longmoor Military Railway (LMR) and Port of London
Authority (PLA) versions have just arrived in today’s shipment. The bad
news from your perspective is that the LMR version is now completely
sold out at WJVintage. I do still have 3 of the PLA version left to sell,
plus limited stocks of BR early and late crest locomotives, and the LNER
version, all of which look absolutely stunning.
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They are all priced at £375.00 plus P&P and all will be supplied as 3-rail
unless you specifically request 2-rail.
Drop me a line to order and/or pre-order any of these J94/Austerity locos.

Coming Soon
20 Ton LMR Brake Van (available early May)
Another big surprise – although I did hint at these a month or two ago here’s the start of an exciting new programme of highly limited-edition
brake vans ….
…. and first off is a real cracker for anyone that models/collects WD and,
in particular, the Longmoor Military Railway. This is of course the ideal
accompaniment for the LMR J94 which has just arrived.

Now, when I say limited-edition, I mean limited-edition! I will have only ten
(10) of these brake vans available so it really will be first come first served.
They each feature a working taillight, which is powered by a slim button-cell
style battery mounted on the underside of the chassis (along with an on/off
switch).
They are priced at just £65.00 each plus P&P and a battery is included.
As stated, this is the first of a series of new brake vans and more will be
along in the coming months – watch this space for details!
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See us at Shows (sadly not!)

Well, I’m afraid we won’t be meeting at a show for the foreseeable future.
As you will be aware current government advice is to stay home and save
lives! As a result, ALL shows have quite rightly been cancelled.
As soon as this changes I will of course be quick to respond and book myself
in to as many as I can, but I have a feeling it will be several months away
yet.
However, I am still open for business, indeed I could do with your support
more than ever at this tricky time financially, so do remember that I can still
take your orders and despatch by post. Ordering and Payment options as
below.

Ordering from WJVintage is still Easy

Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place you
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.
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All the best

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

